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DISCUSS - DESIGN - CREATE - DELIVER
MARK RAYSON

Everything starts with a call from the client and that’s where it
gets exciting no matter what the subject matter.

Weddings, Corporate events, christenings, Business promotional
film or whatever its all about the journey to produce the very

best, every time for the paying client.
Welcome to the Starstream  Photography and Film

http://www.starstream.co.uk/


Wedding Photography and Videography

Call Mark with your Wedding date and we can go from there!
Photography and Film! Let’s capture your amazing day with amazing footage presented
as a timeline from start to finish! I get all for formal and loats more informal, keeping it

fun and vibrant, Lots of packages available or I can build a package just for you! Do you
have a budget? I can work within your allowance so chat with Mark and lets get you

booked in ... 

https://www.starstream.co.uk/weddings/


https://www.starstream.co.uk/gallery/


https://www.starstream.co.uk/oxford-wedding-mc/


Christenings
Christening photography

or filming is a poignant art
capturing the sacred and

joyous moments of a
child's baptism. Mark

artfully documents the
ceremony, tender

interactions, and the
radiance of family bonds. 

https://www.starstream.co.uk/family/


Family
Photoshoots

A family photoshoot is an intimate

and cherished experience,

capturing moments that resonate

with love and connection. Mark

skillfully frames the family

dynamics, preserving genuine

smiles, shared laughter, and the

unique bonds that define each

member. The session often unfold

in a natural setting, allowing for

authentic interactions and

spontaneous expressions while

keeping it fun

https://www.starstream.co.uk/family/


https://www.starstream.co.uk/family/


https://www.starstream.co.uk/gallery/


For Business
Advertising

Team Building
Exposure

Social Media
Promotion

If you are holding a corporateIf you are holding a corporate

event it’s worth capturing!event it’s worth capturing!

https://www.starstream.co.uk/commercial-photographer-oxford/


C O R P O R A T E
H E A D S H O T S

Corporate headshots play a
crucial role in professional
branding, serving as visual
representations of individuals
within a company.

These images capture a
person's demeanor,
professionalism, and
approachability, influencing
how they are perceived by
clients, colleagues, and the
public. 

I work with your brand, your
public image and create a
selection of work ready to
continue that business brand.

Many places update their
images on a regular basis,
keeping ahead of the changes
and keeping things fresh. 

https://www.starstream.co.uk/commercial-photographer-oxford/


Corporate Photography
and Film

With advertising being a key element to a growing business, video has become a
huge part of getting your message across.

We have plans to do just that within a budget that suits you, works for you and does
the job of enhancing your business on all online platforms.

We work closely with all types of businesses across Oxfordshire to create them a film
that promotes and increases their place in the spotlight.



Are you a home owner? or a letting agent? I now offer full
roof inspections so you can see exactly what’s going on

before issues start

Call Mark and book a survey today!

Home Services

https://www.starstream.co.uk/aerial-photography/


Bespoke Aerial Photography

For those bespoke personal pictures to hang on the wall,  could be your home,
a special place or even a famous building you just really love, my service to

cover this is available and I take care of it all, from the shooting of the image
to the printing and delivery and you get a truly unique wall decoration.

Whatever you would like I’ll go and get it for you 

https://www.starstream.co.uk/aerial-photography/


DRONE MAPPING AND SURVEYSDRONE MAPPING AND SURVEYS

Drone mapping revolutionizes cartography by employing unmanned aerial
vehicles to capture high-resolution aerial imagery. This cutting-edge technology
enables the creation of detailed maps, 3D models, and topographic surveys with

unprecedented precision. Drone mapping finds applications in agriculture,
construction, environmental monitoring, and urban planning, providing

invaluable data for informed decision-making and planning.

https://www.starstream.co.uk/aerial-photography/
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